
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But he ______________________ right away.1. (past/not/flee)didn't have to flee

____________________________ against so plain a case as ours is, with
this evidence?
2.

(what/they/can/set/?)
What can they have to set

An hour later she __________________ from that room.3. (past/get away)had to get away

Having carried out the trailing of the Gypsy Queen at his own expense, and
recovered the necklace privately, Mr. Cameron
_________________________ the reward offered by Mrs. Rachel Parsons
with anybody.

4.

(past/not/divide)
did not have to divide

He __________________ it over later.5. (would/look)'d have to look

Damn it man, you ___________________ so damned military.6. (not/be)don't have to be

He __________________ long in suspense; at the bend of the alley where
the horse had disappeared, two horsemen were now seen slowly
approaching him.

7.

(past/not/wait)

had not to wait

Glossaries following each Play, so that you ______________________ to
a separate volume to find the meaning of every obscure word.
8.

(not/turn)
do not have to turn

All acts necessary to an animal's life and to the continuance of the species
are instinctive; the creature _____________________________ them, nor
are they acquired by imitation.

9.

(passive/not/teach)
does not have to be taught

Dan ___________________ to bed.10. (past/passive/help)had to be helped

The enjoyment would be all the more enjoyable, if one
________________ so dearly for it.
11.

(past/not/pay)hadn't to pay

_________________________________ till they began to come up?12.
(how long/I/should/wait/?)

How long should I have to wait

Every good punch ______________ a bottom.13. (have)has to have
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But __________________________________ with Sophia?14.
(what/all of that/past/do/?)

what did all of that have to do

We _____________ around and wait.15. (past/sit)had to sit

And now I _______________ an open confession.16. (make)have to make

He ________________________ what had happened.17.
(past/not/wonder)

didn't have to wonder

The military mind _________________________ in its own way.18.
(would/find out)

would have to find out

Michael _______________________ long.19. (past/not/wait)did not have to wait

To this I _______________________ hereafter.20. (shall/return)shall have to return
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